Este artículo nos habla de las razones por las cuales sentimos miedo de recibir comentarios en relación con la manera cómo estamos haciendo las cosas, describe las conductas no adaptativas que exhibimos cuando estamos ante situaciones de cambio, y nos revela algunas prácticas que nos permiten hacer del feedback o retroalimentación una herramienta de mejora y éxito.

Los autores comienzan por explicar por qué subordinados y jefes temen buscar, dar y recibir retroalimentación, cómo se desarrollan patrones de conductas que crean un ambiente donde nadie quiere oír de evaluaciones, dice lo mínimo y, como resultado, se ven frustradas carreras, desarrollos y promociones; con lo cual la organización pone en peligro su competitividad.

Lo interesante del artículo es la demostración que hacen Jackman y Strober, de que los miedos asociados a la retroalimentación y la aparición de conductas no adaptativas son producto de la falta de entrenamiento en dar y recibir feedback.

Los autores describen algunos ejemplos de conductas que se constituyen en respuestas no adaptativas a situaciones de cambio, como son:

- **Demora para abordar la situación.** Cuando nos sentimos en desventaja, desesperanzados o poco eficaces ante algo, y tememos enfrentarlo, podemos acumular ansiedad e insatisfacción que no nos ayudan a resolver la problemática pendiente.

- **Negación.** Esta conducta consiste en no encarar situaciones difíciles con realismo o fallar en reconocer las implicaciones de tales situaciones. La negación es una de las respuestas inconscientes más frecuentes.

- **Sentirse amenazado.** Esta es una poderosa respuesta emocional que toma la forma de móbida preocupación o sentido de presentimiento negativo. Ante la situación la persona siente que no puede manejarla y cae en pasividad o parálisis.

- **Celos.** Los celos pueden idealizar a otros percibiéndolos más talentosos, competentes e inteligentes y minar la autoestima.
- **Autosabotaje.** Son respuestas usualmente inconscientes muy comunes, que no resuelven sino que más bien empeoran la situación. En las organizaciones se observan algunas de ellas como es, hablar mal del jefe después de una retroalimentación negativa con alta probabilidad de que él se entere.

Cuando los miedos reales o imaginarios no son confrontados por medio de la retroalimentación, el ambiente de trabajo se vuelve disfuncional o completamente venenoso.

**Aprender a adaptarse.**

La resistencia al cambio es endémica en los seres humanos; de allí lo necesario de pensar positivamente acerca del cambio. Jackman y Strober describen ejemplos de conductas adaptativas para responder adecuadamente a los cambios que la retroalimentación sugiere, como son:

- **Reconocer nuestras emociones y respuestas.** Lo primero es reconocer y entender qué emociones estamos experimentando y las respuestas adaptativas o no con las cuales estamos enfrentando la situación. Esto exige de una auto revisión detectivesca y honesta.

- **Buscar ayuda.** Identificar emociones es difícil y recibir retroalimentación que requiere cambios, puede dejarnos ansiosos y hasta avergonzados. Por ello es crítico buscar ayuda de personas de confianza que nos oigan, animen y nos ofrezcan sugerencias para encarar la situación que vivimos.

- **Reencuadrar la situación.** En vez de desarrollar conductas no adaptativas y emociones negativas, es más productivo reconocer la utilidad de la información que nos dan. En esta sección los autores nos presentan diez ejemplos de posibles emociones negativas, las respuestas no adaptativas más frecuentes y cómo reencuadrarlas.

- **Dividir la tarea.** Dividir una tarea grande, producto de una retroalimentación, en partes manejables y realizables en un período de tiempo.

- **Usar incentivos.** Recompensarse como una forma de ayudar a preservar esfuerzos.
Busque la retroalimentación que necesita.
Una vez que se han desarrollado respuestas funcionales y de adaptación, la recomendación es alentar la retroalimentación regularmente, en vez de esperar la revisión anual de desempeño. La retroalimentación puede ser un proceso proactivo que consiste en: auto evaluación, retroalimentación externa, procesamiento de la información y tomar acciones hacia el cambio.

La recompensa de la adaptación.
Las organizaciones se benefician cuando sus ejecutivos buscan retroalimentación y son capaces de manejar las críticas. Algunos beneficios son: un trabajo más alineado con las metas de la organización, un ambiente más honesto y abierto y una mejora en el desempeño de toda la organización. El beneficio no es sólo en el área laboral, los ejecutivos también se benefician en su vida privada.

En fin, podemos descubrir que en vez de tener miedo a la retroalimentación, ésta puede ser un arma de apalancamiento para el éxito.
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Fear of Feedback

by Jay M. Jackman and Myra H. Strober

If you’re nervous about asking the boss how you’re doing, you’re not alone. Getting the guidance you need requires recognizing your fears, countering them with adaptive techniques, and gathering comments before your annual review.

Nobody likes performance reviews. Subordinates are terrified they’ll hear nothing but criticism. Bosses, for their part, think their direct reports will respond to even the mildest criticism with stonewalling, anger, or tears. The result? Everyone keeps quiet and says as little as possible. That’s unfortunate, because most people need help figuring out how they can improve their performance and advance their careers.

This fear of feedback doesn’t come into play just during annual reviews. At least half the executives with whom we’ve worked never ask for feedback. Many expect the worst: heated arguments, impossible demands, or even threats of dismissal. So rather than seek feedback, people avoid the truth and instead continue to try to guess what their bosses think.

Fears and assumptions about feedback often manifest themselves in psychologically maladaptive behaviors such as procrastination, denial, brooding, jealousy, and self-sabotage. But there’s hope. Those who learn to adapt to feedback can free themselves from old patterns. They can learn to acknowledge negative emotions, constructively reframe fear and criticism, develop realistic goals, create support systems, and reward themselves for achievements along the way.

We’ll look closely at a four-step process for doing just that. But before we turn to that process, let’s explore why so many people are afraid to hear how they’re doing.

Fear Itself

Obviously, some managers have excellent relationships with their bosses. They receive feedback on a regular basis and act on it in ways that improve their performance as well as their prospects for promotion. Sadly, however, such executives are in the minority. In most companies, feedback typically comes via cursory annual performance reviews, during which managers learn little beyond the amount of a forthcoming raise.
People avoid feedback because they hate being criticized, plain and simple. Psychologists have a lot of theories about why people are so sensitive to hearing about their own imperfections. One is that they associate feedback with the critical comments received in their younger years from parents and teachers. Whatever the cause of our discomfort, most of us have to train ourselves to seek feedback and listen carefully when we hear it. Absent that training, the very threat of critical feedback often leads us to practice destructive, maladaptive behaviors that negatively affect not only our work but the overall health of our organizations. The following are some examples of those behaviors.

Procrastination. We procrastinate—usually consciously—when we feel helpless about a situation and are anxious, embarrassed, or otherwise dissatisfied with it. Procrastination commonly contains an element of hostility or anger.

Consider how Joe, a highly accomplished computer scientist in a large technology company, responded to his frustration over not being promoted. (As with all the examples in this article, people’s names have been changed.) Although everyone in the company respected his technical competence, he sensed something was wrong. Instead of seriously assessing his performance and asking for feedback, he became preoccupied with inessential details of his projects, played computer solitaire, and consistently failed to meet project deadlines. When Joe asked about his chances for advancement in his annual review, his boss singled out Joe’s repeated failure to finish projects on time or to seek formal extensions when he knew work would be late. In fact, Joe’s continued procrastination became a serious performance issue that cost him promotion.

Denial. We’re in denial when we’re unable or unwilling to face reality or fail to acknowledge the implications of our situations. Denial is most often an unconscious response.

Angela, a mellow manager in a consulting firm, drifted into a state of denial when a hoped-for promotion never materialized. Her superiors told her that she hadn’t performed as well as they’d expected. Specifically, they told her she’d requested too much time off to spend with her children, she hadn’t sufficiently researched a certain industry, she hadn’t met her yearly quota of bringing in ten new clients, and so on. Every time she tried to correct these ignore him. The more they avoided him, the more he brooded. By the end of six months, Adrian’s brooding created a self-fulfilling prophecy; because he had not met none of his goals, his new projects were assigned to someone else, and his job was in jeopardy.

Jealousy. Comparing ourselves with others is a normal behavior, but it becomes maladaptive when it is based on suspicion, rivalry, envy, or possessiveness. Jealous people may overidealize others whom they perceive to be more talented, competent, and intelligent; in so doing, they debilitate themselves.

Adapting to feedback is critical for managers who find themselves in jobs, companies, and industries undergoing frequent transitions.

Leslie, a talented vice president of a public relations firm, fell into the jealousy trap when her boss noted during an meeting that one of her colleagues had prepared a truly excellent report for a client. Leslie began comparing herself with her colleague, listening carefully to the boss’s remarks during meetings and noting his smiles and nods as he spoke. Feeling that she could never rise to her colleague’s level, Leslie lost all enthusiasm for her work. Instead of seeking reality check with her boss, she allowed the green-eyed monster to consume her; ultimately, she quit her job.

Self-Sabotage. Examples of self-sabotage, usually an unconscious behavior, are all too common. Even national leaders such as Bill Clinton and Trent Lott have hoisted themselves on their own petards.

Workplaces are full of people who unconsciously undercut themselves. Take, for example, the story of Nancy, a young associate who found herself unable to deal with more than two projects at once. During her review, Nancy resented her boss’s feedback that she needed to improve her ability to multitask. But instead of initiating further discussion with him about the remark, she “accidentally” made a nasty
maladaptive behavior does not necessarily tell you what emotion underlies it: You may be procrastinating out of anger, frustration, sadness, or other feelings. But persevering in the detective work is important, for the payoff is high. Having named the emotion and response, you can then act—just as someone who fears flying chooses to board a plane anyway. With practice, it gradually becomes easier to respond differently, even though the fear, anger, or sadness may remain.

Maria, a midlevel manager with whom we worked, is a good example of someone who learned to name her emotions and act despite them. Maria was several months overdue on performance reviews for the three people who reported to her. When we suggested that she was procrastinating, we asked her how she felt when she thought about doing the reviews. After some reflection, she said she was extremely resentful that her boss had not yet completed her own performance evaluation; she recognized that her procrastination was an expression of her anger toward him. We helped her realize that she could act despite her anger. Accordingly, Maria completed the performance evaluations for her subordinates and, in so doing, felt as if a huge weight had been lifted from her shoulders. Once she had completed the reviews, she noticed that her relationships with her three subordinates quickly improved, and her boss responded by finishing Maria’s performance review.

We should note that Maria’s procrastination was not an entrenched habit, so it was relatively easy to fix. Employees who start procrastinating in response to negative emotions early in their work lives won’t change that habit quickly—but they can eventually.

Get support. Identifying your emotions is sometimes difficult, and feedback that requires change can leave you feeling inhibited and ashamed. For these reasons, it’s critical to ask for help from trusted friends who will listen, encourage, and offer suggestions. Asking for support is often hard, because most corporate cultures expect managers to
be self-reliant. Nevertheless, it’s nearly impossible to make significant change without such encouragement. Support can come in many forms, but it should begin with at least two people—including, say, a spouse, a minister or spiritual counselor, a former mentor, an old high school classmate—whom you feel emotionally safe. Ideally, one of these people should have some business experience. It may also help to enlist the assistance of an outside consultant or executive coach.

Reframe the feedback. Another adaptive technique, reframing, allows you to reconstruct the feedback process to your advantage. Specifically, this involves putting the prospect of asking for or reacting to feedback in a positive light so that negative emotions and responses lose their grip.

Take the example of Gary, a junior sales manager for a large manufacturing company. Gary’s boss told him that he wasn’t sociable enough with customers and prospects. The criticism stung, and Gary could have responded with denial or brooding. Indeed, his first response was to interpret the feedback as shallow. Eventually, though, Gary was able to reframe what he’d heard, first by grudgingly acknowledging it (“He’s right. I’m not very sociable. I tested as an introvert on the Myers-Briggs, and I’ve always been uncomfortable with small talk.”) Then Gary reframed the feedback. Instead of seeing it as painful, he recognized that he could use it to help his career. Avoiding possible maladaptive responses, he was able to ask himself several important questions: “How critical is sociability to my position? How much do I want to keep this job? How much am I willing to change to become more sociable?” In responding, Gary realized two things: that sociability was indeed critical to success in sales and that he wasn’t willing to learn to be more sociable. He requested a transfer and moved to a new position where he became much more successful.

Break up the task. Yet another adaptive technique is to divide up the large task of dealing with feedback into manageable, measurable chunks, and set

### Table: Possible Negative Emotions, Maladaptive Responses, and Reframing Statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible Negative Emotion</th>
<th>Maladaptive Response</th>
<th>Reframing Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anger (I’m mad at my boss because he won’t talk to me directly.)</td>
<td>Acting out (stomping around, complaining, being irritable, yelling at subordinates or family)</td>
<td>It’s up to me to get the feedback I need.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety (I don’t know what will happen.)</td>
<td>Brooding (withdrawal, not being) Avoiding (I’m too busy to ask for feedback.)</td>
<td>Finding out can open up new opportunities for me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of confrontation (I don’t want to do this.)</td>
<td>Denial, procrastination, self-sabotage (canceling meetings with boss)</td>
<td>Taking the initiative puts me in charge and gives me some power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of reprisal (if I speak up, will I get a pink slip?)</td>
<td>Denial (I don’t need any feedback. I’m doing just fine.)</td>
<td>I really need to know honestly how I’m doing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurt (Why did he say I wasn’t trying hard enough?)</td>
<td>Irritability, jealousy of others (silence, plotting to get even.)</td>
<td>I can still pay attention to what he said even though I feel hurt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defensiveness (I’m better than she says.)</td>
<td>Acting out by not supporting the boss (You can bet I’m not going to her stupid meeting.)</td>
<td>Being defensive keeps me from hearing what she has to say.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness (I thought he liked me)</td>
<td>Brooding, withdrawal (being quieter than usual, feeling demotivated)</td>
<td>How I’m doing in my job isn’t about whether I’m liked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of change (How will I ever do all that he wants me to do?)</td>
<td>Denial (keep doing things the same way as before)</td>
<td>I must change to keep my job. I need to run the marathon one mile at a time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambivalence (Should I stay or should I go?)</td>
<td>Procrastination, passivity (waiting for somebody else to solve the problem)</td>
<td>What really serves my interests best? Nobody is as interested in my well-being as I am. I need to take some action now.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resignation (I have to leave!)</td>
<td>Resistance to change (It’s just too hard to look for another job. It’s not really so bad here.)</td>
<td>I’ll be much happier working somewhere else.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
realistic time frames for each one. Although more than two areas of behavior may need to be modified, it's our experience that most people can't change more than one or two at a time. Taking small steps and meeting discrete goals reduces your chances of being overwhelmed and makes change much more likely.

Jane, for example, received feedback indicating that the quality of her work was excellent but that her public presentations were boring. A quiet and reserved person, Jane could have felt overwhelmed by what she perceived as the subtext of this criticism: that she was a timid public speaker and that she'd better transform herself from a wallflower into a writer and actress. Instead, she adapted by breaking down the challenge of "interesting presentations" into its constituent parts (solid and well-constructed content; a commanding delivery; an understanding of the audience; and so on). Then she undertook to teach herself to present more effectively by observing several effective speakers and taking an introductory course in public speaking.

It was important for Jane to start with the easiest task—in this case, observing good speakers. She noted their gestures, the organization of their speeches, their intonation, timing, use of humor, and so forth. Once she felt she understood what good speaking entailed, she was ready to take the introductory speaking course. These endeavors allowed her to improve her presentations. Though she didn't transform herself into a mesmerizing orator, she did learn to command the attention and respect of an audience.

Use incentives. Pat yourself on the back as you make adaptive changes. That may seem like unadulterated advice, given that feedback situations can rouse us to self-punishment and few of us are in the habit of congratulating ourselves. Nevertheless, nowhere is it written that the feedback process must be a wholly negative experience. Just as a salary raise or a bonus provides incentive to improve performance, rewarding yourself whenever you take an important step in the process will help you to persevere in your efforts. The incentive should be commensurate with the achievement. For example, an appropriate reward for completing a self-assessment might be an uninterrupted afternoon watching ESPN or, for a meeting with the boss, a fine dinner out.

Getting the Feedback You Need

Once you've begun to adapt your responses and behavior, it's time to start seeking regular feedback from your boss rather than wait for the annual performance review to come around. The proactive feedback process we recommend consists of four manageable steps: self-assessment, external feedback, absorbing the feedback, and taking action toward change. The story of Bob, a vice president of human resources, illustrates how one executive used the four-step process to take charge of his work life. When we first met Bob, he had been on the job for three years and felt he was in a feedback vacuum. Once a year, toward the end of December, Harry—the gruff, evasive CEO to whom he reported—would call Bob in, tell him what a fine job he had been doing, announce his salary for the following year, and give him a small bonus. But this year, Bob had been dealing with thorny issues—including complaints from senior female executives about unfair compensation—and needed some real feedback. Bob wondered how Harry viewed his work. Were there aspects of Bob's performance that Harry wasn't happy with? Did Harry intend to retain Bob in his current position?

Self-Assessment. We encouraged Bob to begin by assessing his own performance. Self-assessment can be a tough assignment, particularly if one has never received useful feedback to begin with. The first task in self-assessment was for Bob to determine which elements of his job were most important. The second was to recall informal feedback he had received from coworkers, subordinates, and customers—not only words, but facial expressions, body language, and silences.

Bob took several weeks to do his self-assessment. Once we helped him realize that he was procrastinating with the assessment, he enlisted a support system—his wife and an old college buddy—who encouraged him to finish his tally of recollections. At the end of the process, he recognized that he had received a good deal of positive informal feedback from many of the people with whom he interacted. But he also realized that he was too eager to please and needed to be more assertive in expressing his opinions. We helped him divide up the large task of dealing with feedback into manageable, measurable chunks, and set realistic time frames for each one.

Divide up the large task of dealing with feedback into manageable, measurable chunks, and set realistic time frames for each one.

External Feedback. The next phase of the proactive process—asking for feedback—is generally a two-part task: The first involves speaking to a few trusted colleagues to collect information that supports or revises self-assessment. The second involves directly asking your boss for feedback. Gathering feedback from trusted colleagues shouldn't be confused with 360-degree feedback, which collates a wide variety of perspectives, including those from people who may not know you well. By speaking confidentially with people you genuinely trust, you can keep some of the fear associated with feedback at bay. Trusted colleagues can also help you identify your own emotional and possibly maladaptive responses to criticism, which is particularly beneficial prior to your meeting with your superior.

Embrace the discomfort. Once you've heard all the feedback you're ready to absorb the feedback, reframe these uncomfortable insights so that you can see them as areas for potential growth.
Additionally, feedback conversations with colleagues can often serve as a form of dress rehearsal for the real thing. Sometimes, colleagues point out areas that warrant immediate attention; when they do, it’s wise to make those changes before meeting with the boss. On the other hand, if you think you can’t trust any of your colleagues, you should bypass such feedback conversations and move directly to setting up a meeting with your boss.

Bob asked for feedback from two trusted colleagues, Sheila and Paul, at meetings that he specifically scheduled for this purpose. He requested both positive and negative feedback and specific examples of areas in which he did well and in which he needed to improve. He listened intently to their comments, interrupting only for clarification. Both told him that he analyzed problems carefully and interacted well with employees. Yet Sheila noted that at particularly busy times of the year, Bob seemed to have difficulty setting priorities, and Paul pointed out that Bob needed to be more assertive. Armed with his colleagues’ feedback, Bob had a clearer notion of his strengths and weaknesses. He realized that some of his difficulties in setting priorities were owing to unclear direction from Harry, and he made a note to raise the matter with him.

The next step in external feedback—the actual meeting with your boss—requires delicate handling, particularly since the request may come as a surprise to him or her. In setting up the meeting, it’s important to assure your boss that criticisms and suggestions will be heard, appreciated, and positively acted on. It’s vital, too, to set the agenda for the meeting, letting your superior know that you have three or four questions based on your self-assessment and feedback from others. During the meeting, ask for specific examples and suggestions for change while remaining physically and emotionally neutral about the feedback you hear. Watch carefully not only for specific content but also for body language and tone, since feedback can be indirect as well as direct. When the meeting concludes, thank your boss and indicate that you will get back to her with a plan of action after you’ve had time to absorb what you’ve heard. Remember, too, that you can terminate the meeting if it becomes counterproductive (for example, if your boss responds to any of your questions with anger).

Feedback conversations with colleagues can often serve as a form of dress rehearsal for the real thing.

During his feedback meeting with Harry, Bob inquired about his work priorities. Harry told him that the company’s financial situation looked precarious and that Bob should focus on locating and implementing a less costly health benefit plan. Harry warned Bob that a new plan would surely anger some employees, and because of that, Bob needed to develop a tougher skin to withstand the inevitable criticisms.

As Bob learned, feedback meetings can provide more than just a performance assessment; they can also offer some other important and unexpected insights. Bob had been so immersed in HR issues that he had never noted that Harry had been otherwise preoccupied with the company’s financial problems.

Absorbing the Feedback. Upon hearing critical feedback, you may well experience the negative emotions and maladaptive responses we described earlier. It’s important to keep your reactions private until you can replace them with adaptive responses that lead to an appropriate plan of action.

Bob, for example, realized he felt irritated and vaguely hurt at the suggestion that he needed to toughen up. He brooded for a while but then reframed these feelings by recognizing that the negative feedback was as much a commentary on Harry’s preoccupations as it was on Bob’s performance. Bob didn’t
use the reframing to negate Harry’s feedback; he accepted that he needed to be more assertive and hard-nosed in dealing with employees’ issues.

**Taking Action.** The last phase of the proactive feedback process involves coming to conclusions about, and acting on, the information you’ve received. Bob, for example, chose to focus on two action strategies: implementing a less costly health care plan—which included preparing himself to tolerate employee complaints—and quietly looking for new employment, since he now understood that the company’s future was uncertain. Both of these decisions made Bob uncomfortable, for they evoked his fear of change. But having developed his adaptive responses, he no longer felt trapped by fear. In the months following, he implemented the new health benefits plan without taking his employees’ criticisms personally. He also kept an eye on the company’s financials and reconnected with his professional network in case it became clear the organization was starting to founder.

**The Rewards of Adaptation**

Organizations profit when executives seek feedback and are able to deal well with criticism. As executives begin to ask how they are doing relative to management’s priorities, their work becomes better aligned with organizational goals. Moreover, as the number of executives in an organization learn to ask for feedback, they begin to transform a feedback-averse environment into a more honest and open one, in turn improving performance throughout the organization.

Equally important, using the adaptive techniques we’ve mentioned can have a positive effect on executives’ private lives. When they free themselves from knee-jerk behaviors in response to emotions, they often find that relationships with family and friends improve. Indeed, they sometimes discover that rather than fear feedback, they look forward to leveraging it.